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Abstract:
The Fluke Primary Temperature Calibration Laboratory often provides help for customers in managing their PRT and SPRT measurement programs. One of the most common questions from customers is – How much can PRT or SPRT RTPW (resistance at the triple-point of water) change before recalibration is required? To help answer this question, as well as provide additional recommendations for SPRT and PRT management based on techniques and research developed by the Fluke temperature metrology department, this paper has been written to bring the information into one source. As an SPRT is used for disseminating temperature traceability, it must be maintained correctly to ensure W(T90) values measured during calibration will be consistent over time to provide reliable SPRT measurements. Our investigations into SPRT resistance drift and W(T90) drift indicate that the majority of SPRTs retain W(T90) very reliably as they are used in industry but there are some that don’t. The research also indicates that resistance drift maintenance alone does not ensure W(T90) reliability.

To provide a complete report, we review how ITS-90 equations are used in modern thermometer readouts and suggest a method for properly accounting for changes in RTPW as the readout measures the SPRT to indicate temperature. This includes a suggested mathematical model for propagating resistance drift, measured as the change in RTPW, to any temperature in the range of the SPRT. The results of our SPRT resistance and W(T90) drift studies help the reader evaluate SPRTs of varying construction to see how reliably they retain W(T90) values measured during calibration and to see how W(T90) drift is correlated with resistance drift. The study uses calibration data from working SPRTs randomly chosen from among the calibration customers of the Fluke Calibration Primary Temperature Laboratory. A mathematical model is suggested for calculating change in W(T90) characterization from one calibration to the next at any temperature of interest. Suggestions are made to help SPRT users reduce risk of an out-of-limit situation occurring with either resistance drift or W(T90) drift.
Learning Objectives:
1. Learn how ITS-90 equations work in thermometer readouts.
2. Provide SPRT and PRT drift study results for W(T90) and RTPW.
3. Provide a method for evaluating change in W(T90) characterization.
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